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Edit Comments Share 14 Red Wire Alloy or Isolated Wire Build Edit Source 1. Dig a hole, as shown in the picture. 2. Place one non-flammable block right in the middle on the other two blocks as markers on two edges, as shown in the picture. 3. Empty buckets of water on each block of
marker on the sides. 4. Empty lava bucket on the block in the middle. Blocks adjacent to the source of lava will instantly turn into a cobblestone. 5. Place the block switch on each cobblestone block. 6. Use a screwdriver to align block breakers down. 7. Place five additional blocks, as shown
in the picture, thus sealing the surface. 8. Place the chest and connect it with the exit of the block-breakers with the air tubes. 9. Put a red alloy wire on all sides of the block switches and their adjacent blocks. Place four extra blocks in front of the generator and plug it in with a lever and a
timer, as shown in the picture. 10. Rightclick timer and set the interval to 1.200s. This ensures that the cobblestone blocks will be mined as soon as they appear. As it works, edit the 'source editing' cobblestone blocks appear only when flowing lava is being greeted with water either from
above or from its sides. The source of the lava block that comes into contact with the water turns into obsidian, while the water turns into a normal stone when the lava falls on top of it. This is the reason why water sources are sideways in step 3 and 4. Block switches remove the block right
in front of them every time they receive a Redstone signal. Thus, we connect all the block-breaks with the timer, which in turn is connected to the lever, with which you can turn on the entire installation of the generator. Because it takes about 1.2 seconds to get the new cobblestone, we set
the timer to 1200. This simple installation gives an average of 160 cobblestones per minute. Of course, if you expand the generator, you can significantly increase your output. Further use of edit edit source expansion edit source Extension installation is actually quite easy. You just have to
widen the hole in the trench 3 blocks wide, and place an flammable block every second block for your lava sources. Place the water sources outside, and place the block of switches, wires and pneumatic pipes, as shown in the picture. Diamond Generator edit source If you replace the chest
with an alchemical chest and place a gemstone of eternal density in it, you can use the generated cobblestone to create diamonds. You can also pipe the cobblestone directly into the energy capacitor. Because Cobblestone has an EMC 1 value and Diamond has an EMC 8192 value,
creating a single diamond would require a simple installation of a four-block switch from a tutorial above 50 minutes. With each additional block switch, you speed up the conversion process, so it pays for scaling. If you can't afford the dark matter needed for a pearl of eternal density, but still
have at least 6 diamonds and 4 obsidian, do make An energy capacitor instead of an alchemical breast. Down the side is that the energy capacitor can only handle the 71/2 cobblestone generator squares described above, while the alchemical chest and perpetual density gemstone can
handle much more. The cobblestone can also be placed in an antimatter relay that will burn it all directly into the EMC. Cm. Also ,editing the source of community content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. From Feed The Beast Wiki This page is about a generator
added by Progressive Automation. For other purposes, see Generators as a machine in progressive automation. They are used to generate Redstone Flux. Recipe edit source GRAPHIC interface from using generator edit source Like all progressive automation machines, generators can
consume any standard furnace fuel, or potatoes to function. This fuel is converted to Redstone Flux, in a ratio of 1 coal and 32,000 RF. Generator Generation Bet (RF/t) RF Storage Wooden 20 20000 Stone 40 40000 Iron 80 80000 Diamond 160 160,000 GUI Generator contains one fuel
input slot, fuel combustion indicator, and information display. When inactive, the display will show why the generator is currently inactive. If used actively, the display will show that the generator is active. In addition, the display will display the RF, currently stored in the generator. Generators
will try to automatically produce any items in their weekend slots into neighboring stocks. This behavior can be changed side by side with the PA key so the parties can adopt new fuels or tools, allowing the generator to potentially be fully automated. Warning: Active wooden and stone
generators can cause nearby flammable blocks to catch fire. Other languages: Currently you can't do this. You've signed up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. We use additional third-party
analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. You can always update your choices by clicking on
Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see us that we use important cookies to perform the main functions of a website, such as logging in. Find out more Always active We use analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them
better, for example, they are used to gather information about that you visit, and how many clicks you need to complete the task. Find out more at 1.7.10 1.8 123456789101111113115151617181920222222222252527,'gt'gt; Winner of the Most Balanced Progression Modjam 4 Support my
continued development of this trend indefinitely this mod provides low-tech automation tools for common tasks. The tools will be upgraded as the player progresses. Some of the cool cool Mod adds: a low-tech miner that uses normal fuel. Replacing a mined area with cobblestones and
infinitely expandable (with sufficient resources). A simple tree farm that plants and cuts down trees. A simple plant farm that plants and harvests. A craft machine that will automatically use the contents of the inventory. Killer is a machine that will attack mobs, animals and even players.
Farmer animals breed animals, collect eggs, sheep shearing and milk cows. A simple generator that becomes more efficient as it is updated. End of the game tools that are very difficult to break for error reports, and check if an error has already been submitted, please go to my github
repository here. You can see my spotlight me using 1.5 here: And here I'm on show new machines from 1.6 (Killer and Animal Farmer): Maud requires Forge to be installed. Update (2015-03-18) - v1.6.0 - Killer Farming Update Added Killer Machine; It takes the sword and fuel and will
attack anything directly above it (expands with the upgrade range). You can give a filter update to limit the machine to certain mobs/animals/playersAdded Animal Farmer Machine; This default takes animal feed and fuel and will breed the animals one block right in front of it (East when
placed). Can be upgraded with a haircut upgrade to allow the machine to cut (requires scissors) and milker upgrades to allow the machine to milk the animals (milk will be placed in empty buckets). Added 6 new updates for the above machines. Machines can now be torn out to rotate them
(mostly for the likes of the helicopter and farmer who interact with their first tile to the East)Added in some help lines both inside the machines and as a description of the item. Added potato power, machines can run potatoes (very bad and can be disabled in configs)Machines can now be
disabled through Redstone Mod compatibility: Since I get a lot of questions about it I decided to add it here on the front page. Machines have to work with most fashion tools, but the rule level tool still applies. The level of the machine determines the maximum level of the tool that can be
used, so you can use the Tinkers Construct tool of wood in wooden machines, but you won't be able to use obsidian made tool in anything other than diamond machines. Diamond machines can maintain any level of the instrument. It is also worth noting that machines usually destroy any
tool once they lose all their durability, it is not so for TiC tools once they break down they will continue to be used, but much slower. Download: Wiki: While I'll try to keep this front post updated as much as possible. The main source of information about the use of fashion can be on my github
wiki page. There are currently several mod spotlights that show the miner's block from v1.0.0, there are considered obsolete ones, but I've put some here until the new ones are released. There is a whole rake of them, you can basically op the crap out of fashion or disable it all. If If left
everything, let me know. v1.5.23 (1.7.10 and 1.8) - AgriCraft Compatibility (2015-02-20) Changed Internal Fashion Compatibility Management Structure Added AgriCraft Support, The planter can harvest and plant AgriCraft Crops Improved support Pams Harvest Craft Improved support for
harvesting plants that collect the right clicking Additional options to enable/disable the support of the mod (Obviously most of these mods are not available at 1.8, but I correct the bug with the planter for this) v1.5.18 - Diamond Upgrade did not work, Hoppers and pipes not working with
generators (Initial release 1.8) v1.5.16 - Whole load of bug fixes Changed the inner work of upgrading - TorrinsFixed bug with chisel 1Made RF engines are charged in other machinesFixed problem, where elements will be introduced into the recipe crafterAdded German , Polish and
Chinese v1.5.6 - Improved compatibility with Pam's HarvestCraft, Improved inventory management internally , Torins Improving the inner workings of networks. v1.5.0 (2014-11-18) - Added filler update, jerky tools v1.4.12 (2014-09-15) - Added Update of the Cobble gene, Upgrade and fuel
pellets v1.4.0 (2014-08-12) - Added planter for planting and harvest, as well as creative RF Engine v1.3.0 - Added RF support in the form of a RF engine and added generator v1.2.2 - Error Fix v1.2.0 - Added blocker, changed the code a bit as well. v1.1.2 - Error fixes and added config
v1.1.1 - Error corrects V1.1.0 - Tinkers design update: Added support for tinkers design tools (and thus made several other mod tools work as well). Higher levels of TC tools will require a diamond miner to operate. Change iron and diamond renewal recipes for iron miner. Added a creative
tab. Fuel now lasts only half until then. v1.0.0 - Initial version, added miner and updates. For news and updates, follow me on Twitter on @VanhalMinecraft you can also get a source on my github Antvenom made a video on your mod you have a bug in the title of this update is not updated
Spanish review: To be able to perform a comment, please log in or register a new account. | &lt;&lt;&lt; 1234567891011111111416161718192021222224252627 &gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt;
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